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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 3.4: Co-Teaching Challenges and Solutions

Challenges Possible Solutions

I, We . . . He, She, They . . . Staff, Students, Families . . . 

Co-planning lessons for or with 
learners or staff with different 
skill sets and experiences

We could assess our students at the beginning of the unit and use this information to plan 
and differentiate the lessons.

Supporting multiple classes, 
grades, or subjects

If we don’t have face-to-face planning time, we can share responsibilities and respond 
through digital documents and communications to students and families.

Learning new content I’ll research the next topic and prepare additional resources.

Getting along with  
 

Even though we didn’t co-teach before this year, let’s coach and encourage each other 
and our students.

Organizing  
 

Let’s reflect on how we organize the lesson to include times for students to practice and 
for us to help with enrichment.

Teaching a student with an IEP Our plan is to honor and elevate each student’s skills.

Controlling emotions If a student can’t control his or her emotions, let’s teach him or her to better self-regulate 
and offer increased conference time to share positive reinforcement.

Understanding what  
co-teachers expect

If students or families are unsure of the expectations, let’s explore how we can better 
share ideas.

Juggling all I need to do Let’s reflect on how to help students better manage their schedules, and ours too!

Remembering what I need to do We can repeat directions for students and set up organization tools on a strategy table in 
the classroom and online.

Finishing class or homework 
on time

Let’s set up interim learning checks to approximate completion times and monitor and 
adapt assignments.

Listening to people I don’t 
agree with

It’s important to accept, listen, learn, and seek ideas from other teachers, related staff, 
and families.

Pacing lessons without frustrating 
or losing some students’ attention 

We can offer parallel lessons and small groups to recognize and respond to students who 
need different pacing or engagements with a smaller teacher-student ratio.

Co-teaching with someone who 
has “That’s the way we’ve always 
done it” syndrome

Let’s research and explore how to modify and improve our collaborative practices by 
thinking about the outcomes as we design our curriculum units through a UbD approach.

Word Choices

accept access acknowledge adapt adjust assist advocate approximate

be present coach collaborate communicate co-teach connect design

differentiate document encourage enlist enrich elevate evaluate

explore guide honor include internalize instruct invite involve

lead learn listen mentor modify monitor outcomes pace plan

prepare practice preassess promote provide recognize reflect

research respond repeat scaffold seek self-regulate shape share

slate tier try validate value work around yield zone in
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